Puzzle #3 — SAY WHAT? by Brendan Emmett Quigley
To start, it bears repeating …

ACROSS
1 Personal check?
8 Stretch a dollar
14 Washer or dryer: Abbr.
19 Where Mandarin Airlines is based
20 ___ Lee cakes
21 Party to a lawsuit regarding Japanese watches?
23 Pro side
24 Site of some ID theft
25 Coin worth 100 cents
27 Some comedy
29 French nobleman
30 Fighter for Dixie
32 Leopard’s tail?
33 Stun
34 Big name in toothache relief
35 Signal, in a way
56 P.O.W. site
57 With 76-Across, movie heroine who works at a textile factory
59 Constructs haphazardly
64 Slow
66 Jackets less likely to cause injury?
68 Start of a book series
72 Followed, as advice
74 They may have glass ceilings
75 Turning point in time
76 See 57-Across
77 They’re split
79 Dining
80 What the “Wheel of Fortune” host wields at an auction?
83 Women’s Media Center co-founder
85 And more
86 54°40’, e.g.: Abbr.
87 American watcher, for short
89 Abbr. at the bottom of an application
90 Some films
92 Exchange rate overseer: Abbr.
94 Lessen plan?
96 Clarifying letters

DOWN
1 Sight along una avenida
2 101-Down’s partner
3 Overly formal
4 “And we’ll ___ a cup o’ kindness yet”
5 Refrain
6 Flipped out
7 Church closing
8 Alberta’s Lac ___ Anne
9 “That’s impossible”
10 The Matterhorn, e.g.
11 Nexus 10 competitor
12 One of a pair of door signs
13 Feels for
14 Abbr. on an order
15 Invigorating hike?
16 Used
17 “The Hangover” setting
18 Leader called a “traitor to his class,” for short
19 Where Mandarin Airlines is based
20 ___ Lee cakes
21 Party to a lawsuit regarding Japanese watches?
23 Pro side
24 Site of some ID theft
25 Coin worth 100 cents
27 Some comedy
29 French nobleman
30 Fighter for Dixie
32 Leopard’s tail?
33 Stun
34 Big name in toothache relief
35 Signal, in a way
37 It’s a howler
39 Put away
40 “CSI” actress
41 Garmin display: Abbr.
42 Bubbly name
43 Policy expert
44 Nursery observer
45 Filch
46 Utterly clueless
47 Vice-president Stevenson
49 Fishermen, at times
51 “Live at ____” (1970 double-platinum album)
52 IV liquid that I’ll pay for?
54 Old Testament book
55 Old Testament book
57 With 76-Across, movie heroine who works at a textile factory
59 Constructs haphazardly
64 Slow
66 Jackets less likely to cause injury?
68 Start of a book series
72 Followed, as advice
74 They may have glass ceilings
75 Turning point in time
76 See 57-Across
77 They’re split
79 Dining
80 What the “Wheel of Fortune” host wields at an auction?
83 Women’s Media Center co-founder
85 And more
86 54°40’, e.g.: Abbr.
87 American watcher, for short
89 Abbr. at the bottom of an application
90 Some films
92 Exchange rate overseer: Abbr.
94 Lessen plan?
96 Clarifying letters